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system. While developing any system, the selection of its
programming platform is very important. The proper selection
of programming platform will provide the best convenience
and outputs. Here we have used the Python programming
platform for developing the Doctor-Validation-Strategy
(DVS). The studies show that Python is the fifth most popular
language. The Python has large standard libraries each of
which providing many tools enabling the multi-tasking very
conveniently. Moreover, on comparison with the other
languages, the Python needs only less and easy coding for
such multi-tasking [7, 8].

Abstract
The validation of doctors in online medical query systems is
very crucial because the users may get misled with wrong
disease-predictions or related suggestions and which may
cause dangerous situations. Herein, we demonstrated a
Doctor-Validation-Strategy (DVS) with Python programming
for the facile validation of the credentials or such information
of doctors who are registering to the online medical query
systems. This strategy enables the admin/developer to validate
a doctor by verifying the certificates, ID proof as well as the
mobile number through the OTP verification process, before
approving the registration. Since the Python is advanced,
versatile and simple programming language, we have
developed our Doctor-Validation system in Python platform.

II. RELATED WORKS
Hubner et al., “Method and apparatus for providing user
authentication and identification based on a one-time
password”, describes about the OTP method which provides a
password that validate the identity of a user. An OTP is more
secured than user created password, which can be reused
across multiple accounts. OTP verify the user mobile number
and also it reduces the possibility of a fake mobile number
during the registration time [9].
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Babylon, “Babylon Health: Online Doctor Consultations &
Advice”, Babylon is a healthcare service provider which
provides the consultation with experienced doctors as well as
the medical prescriptions. The users can communicate with
the doctors through either video or text messaging and the
doctors will suggest the diseases as well as proper medicines
[10].

We are living in a swift world and majority of us are very time
conscious also. The people have been using all technologies
like internet, mobile phones, cooking/cleaning or other home
machineries, auto-motives etc. in their daily lives to save their
time. Similarly, for saving the time, the people use different
online facilities for their daily needs like shopping, billpayments, banking, ticket/hotel booking, ordering food etc.
Moreover, the people are widely using the medical query sites
also for clearing their health related doubts so that they can
avoid the bigger queues and procedures on direct doctor
consultations [1-3]. But unfortunately the information from
such many of the medical query sites are not reliable due to
the absence or improper doctor-validation with it. This may
cause severe problems to the users physically and mentally
[4,5]. Hence, the developers/administrators of the online
medical query sites should ensure significant care on
validating the doctors registering in their systems. And also
the people should be aware of the doctor-validation processes
with the site with which they are discussing their health
related doubts. We have demonstrated a medical query system
based on the NLP tools and published that work recently [6].
Then, as an attempt to address the problem discussed above,
we have developed a Doctor-Validation-Strategy (DVS) for
properly validating the doctors on their registration to our

Figure 1. Working Diagram of Doctor-Validation-Strategy
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R. Lederman, “Who can you trust? Credibility assessment in
online health forums”, describes that today a lot of online
health forums are available for the patients to share their
health problems. But many online forums are not government
approved sites and these sites are managed by private users.
Hence, the users can’t trust the information from such sites
confidently. In this work they explained five strategies to
develop a model for how information credibility is evaluated
in online health forums [11].

consists two sections which makes the doctor-validation
easier. One is the Mobile number Verification Part (MVP) and
the next is Credentials Verification Part (CVP). After the
implementation of these steps, the administrator will get all
the personal and educational information provided by the
doctors at the time of their registration to the medical query
sites. By analysing this information, the administrator can
decide the approval/rejection of doctors registering into their
medical query site.

G. D. Leo et al., “Websites Most Frequently Used by
Physician for Gathering Medical Information”, It describes
that the physicians use the internet for improving their
medical knowledge. They preferring targeted sites instead of
web browsers since the information from web browsers are
not reliable [12].

IV. IMPLEMENTATION
In this paper, we have demonstrated a simple DoctorValidation-Strategy (DVS) with the Python programming for
the medical query sites. Figure 1 shows the working diagram
of the system. The implementation of this system will be
preceded through a Mobile number Verification Part (MVP)
and a Credentials Verification Part (CVP). Both the parts will
be completed at the time of doctor-registration in the medical
query site. The mobile Number Verification will be performed
with the OTP (One Time Password) method which is very
common. In the Credentials Verification Part, the system will
request to submit the doctor’s registration number, scanned
copies of doctor-certificate and a Government photo ID proof
with other personal information as shown in Figure 2. The
data so obtained will be transferred to the administrator’s
window (Figure 3). Finally, the doctor get registered or
rejected from the system according to the administrator’s
decision. And also a mail showing the acceptance/rejection
message will be sent automatically to the doctor’s mail box.

Medlineplus is an online medical information site developed
by the National Library of Medicine (NLM). It provides
information on health to users with computers as well as
mobile phone platforms. The Medlineplus offers reliable, up
to-date, anytime, anywhere and also free information to users
[13,14].

III. PROPOSED WORK
The number of people using the different medical query sites
is rapidly increasing. But the information from many of such
sources is not dependable due to the defects in validating the
medical experts who are registering into such medical query
sites. In this work, we have proposed a Doctor-ValidationStrategy (DVS) with the Python platform. This strategy

Figure 2. Screenshot image of the Doctor-registration application form
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Figure 3. Screenshot image of the Doctor-Validation section on Administrator’s window

V. CONCLUSION
We have successfully developed and demonstrated a perfect
paradigm “Doctor-Validation-Strategy (DVS)” for validating
the medical experts/doctors who are registering to the medical
query sites. This strategy enables the administrator to evaluate
the mobile number, personal information and qualification
information of the doctors perfectly and conveniently. Here,
we have developed our system (DVS) in Python platform
which is very simple and can be embedded with any medical
query sites easily.
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